
AP English Literature and Composition Summer Reading Assignment
12th Grade AP English

Teachers:  Lori Dohe and Keith Swanson
ldohe@wwps.org or kswanson@wwps.org

AP English Literature and Composition is a college-level English course designed to encourage 
students to become critical readers of fiction and poetry.  The objective below, excerpted from 
the AP English course description, encapsulates the purpose of our summer reading assignment.

Students in an AP English Literature and Composition course should read actively.  They should 
learn:

 how to make careful observations of textual detail,
 how to establish connections among their observations, and
 how to draw from those connections a series of inferences leading to an interpretative 

conclusion about the work’s meaning and value.

Summer Reading:  A Prayer for Owen Meany by John Irving

What to do:  While reading a paperback edition of this novel, annotate thoroughly for the 
following essential question:  How does Irving intertwine two quests—for truth and evil—in a 
humorous, plausible, and suspenseful way?  Mark significant passages with post-it notes if you 
have borrowed the novel or in the margins if you own it.  Your annotations and markings will 
form the basis for class discussions.  As you read Irving’s novel, “talk” to the writer in the 
margins about his sense of humor, about the plausibility of his characters, and about the elements 
that create suspense.  Ask questions and note connections to other novels, particularly novels by 
Charles Dickens and Nathaniel Hawthorne.  Reflect on major philosophical ideas and political 
events that occur in the two main settings of the novel.  Bring your carefully annotated text to 
class on the first day of school.  After discussion and testing of this entertaining novel, you will 
write an essay.  Please give yourself plenty of time to read A Prayer for Owen Meany; it is over 
600 pages.  

Note:  Because this is a college-level course designed for mature AP English critical readers, 
requests for alternate materials are problematic and may indicate a more appropriate placement 
in a college-preparatory rather than college-level course.  A Prayer for Owen Meany is a text that 
the College Board has listed several times for students on Question #3 of the AP English 
Literature and Composition examination, and it is humorous, which fills a gap in our students’ 
repertoire.  A Prayer for Owen Meany is summer reading material, however, so students may 
read Barbara Kingsolver’s A Poisonwood Bible as an alternate.  The essential question remains 
the same. Students who choose this alternate text will need to locate its humor in the portrayal of 
Rachel.
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